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About This Game

Features:

★Collect bombs, power-ups and gain power from the heavens.
★Level up and grow more powerful - Level up by...... you guessed it! Blowing stuff up!

★Build up awesome bomb-combos.
★Progress through different levels by completing the requirements.
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Price ¦┅
☑ Full price
or
☑ Wait for sale

┅¦ ☀ Graphics ¦┅
☐ Potato
☐ Really bad
☐ Bad
☐ OK
☐ Good
☑ Beautiful
☐ Masterpiece

┅¦ ✪ Audience ¦┅
☐ Kids
☐ Adults
☑ Everyone
☐ Tryhards

┅¦ ツ Difficulty ¦┅
☐ Easy
☑ Easy to learn but Hard to master
☐ Hard
☐ Very Hard

┅¦ ۞ Game length ¦┅
☐ Really short ( 0 - 2 hours)
☐ Short ( 2 - 8 hours)
☐ Few hours ( 8 - 12 hours)
☑ Long ( 12+ hours)
☐ Endless

┅¦ ❀ Story ¦┅
☐ It doesn't have
☐ Bad
☑ Average
☐ Good
☐ Fantastic

┅¦ ϟ Bugs ¦┅
☐ Game itself is one BIG bug
☐ Bugs destroying the game
☐ Lot of bugs
☐ Few Bugs
☑ No bugs that is destroying the fun
☐ Nothing. Pretty decent game so far. Still has a long way to go before it's a full "game", though. But, when you buy early
access, this is to be expected. My biggest complaint so far is with crafting. Unless I'm missing something, you can only craft one
of anything. So, if you need to make 50 boards, expect to open the crafting interface from the beginning 50 times. There should
also be some way to mark your headquarters. Hopefully the developer will flesh this game out more and not leave it in developer
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hell like so many early access games get.. Reviewed 2 weeks prior to initial release. Unfortunatly at this time a I can't
recommend Villagers, it just needs a bit more work. I made a video review to better showcase the aesthetics and gameplay
mechanics, if you prefer a written review you can find that below.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5yOZ8v_uKBw

Villagers is a town building game by indie developer Bumblebee, it focuses on village expansion and resource collection while
also trying to keep your citizens happy and well fed.
I’m reviewing this game in mid March 2016, about 2 weeks before the game is officially released on the 25th of March. Which
technically makes this a pre-release review but I think we can safely assume there’s not going to be any major changes in such a
short amount of time. I should also mention that the developer sent me a review code for this game, I’d like to think it hasn’t
biased my opinions but I thought I should disclose it anyway. The current version number I’m reviewing is 1.003.

Aesthetics

First off, Villagers looks absolutely beautiful. There seems to be two ways you could go with this kind of genre, either a cartoon
or a realistic aesthetic. The realistic style works really well here and looks very nice. It runs very nicely too, I don’t have the best
gaming PC but I have everything cranked to ultra and I’ve had no problems with it whatsoever. The minimum requirements
needed to run this game are very easily achievable.
The boarders in this game are fantastic; the maps are surrounded by an ‘old-timely’ grid reference which gives it the feel of a
‘live action’ ordinance survey map on the table of an inn. I’m not sure if that’s ever been done before but I’ve never seen it. It
addresses a sometimes overlooked aspect of RTS games – “What in particular defines that as the boarder?” and “Why is that
side of the field more important than the other side?” It would be cool if the developers took this one step further and added big
pints of beer in the background or rulers and a compass etc.

Gameplay

Villagers looks very similar to the game Banished. And I think that statement translates over to the gameplay as well. There are a
lot of mechanics that are very similar to Banished and even when Banished was first released, people were saying “Hey this is a
good game, but it’s going to take the modding community to make it into a great game”. Comparing the day one releases of
Banished and Villagers, Villagers is a lot less ‘fleshed out’ and personally I think it’s the lesser of the two. On top of that
Banished has had a 2 year lead with the modding community, which have helped to iron out any initial problems with the game
and add a lot more content.

Villagers also has a problem with the pace of its gameplay, things seem to happen very slowly – especially at the start. This is the
kind of game that you could set up and leave for 20 minutes or half an hour and when you come back you’ve made some nice
progress. Admittedly I’ve never made a large village which I assume would help to speed up the gameplay to a more enjoyable
pace. However at that point, due to the lack of content, you’ve probably built all the available buildings anyway. The most
villagers I’ve ever had at once was about 20 but there are steam achievements that go all the way up to 100. Thankfully there’s
the option to speed the gameplay up x10 but I don’t think that’s enough, perhaps x25 would help to remedy the initial slow pace
of the game.

There are two main gameplay modes available; the first is freeplay which is pretty self-explanatory but I’ll touch on that later.
The second is the campaign, which also doubles as the tutorial, so if you do buy this game I’d recommend you play the campaign
first. I’m hesitant to call the campaign a glorified tutorial because the narrative is so strong. Personally I actually really enjoyed
the campaign and I’d have to say hats off to the developer Bumblebee for making a really interesting narrative, especially in the
genre of game where you are essentially just building a town over and over with different objectives. That’s not to say that
everyone will enjoy it, I’m sure you can imagine there’s a huge about of writing needed to spin a good plot into a town building
game, none of which is voice acted at all so there’s a lot of reading involved. The entire campaign has six levels and probably
took me around 4-5 hours to complete, which is a testament to both the amount of reading involved and the slow pace of the
gameplay. There’s a funny part early on in the campaign where it explains about the foresters’ lodge which can plant trees to be
later harvested, technically those trees should take 20 or 30 years to grow which completely contradicts the narrative, but they
just point at it and joke about and don’t even attempt to avoid it.

There are three main building materials in this game, wood and stone can be used for most buildings and iron is needed for
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more advanced buildings. There are also three main ways of getting these resources, the first is to just pillage the land of what’s
lying around, you can get wood and stone this way but not iron. The second way to get resources is to build a structure, I’ve
already mentioned the foresters lodge for wood but to extract stone and iron from your map you’re going to have to build a
mine, which can only be built in a very specific location. I’m bringing this up because the freeplay maps are exactly the same as
the 5 maps available in the campaign. Early on in the campaign when it hasn’t explained about mines yet, there’s no need for the
maps to have the specific locations where you can build mines. Which means that if you go to play that map in freeplay, you’re
limited to the third way of gathering resources which is through a merchant at the warehouse. Which is a shame because the
first map of the campaign is probably my favourite, but the very limited method of resource collection makes the gameplay
incredibly slow. There’s obviously an easy fix that the developers or modders can do, just add those mining areas to the initial
maps and the maps will be much more enjoyable.

Summary

At the moment I don’t think I can recommend Villagers and I feel terrible for saying that because this game has been developed
by a small indie company who have obviously put a lot of work into it. It just needs a little bit more work, there are some
problems to address, some bugs to iron out and there’s definitely some more content to add.

I Hope you found this review helpful!. im basically shroud now. The ultimate GT8800 oven.. I think these costumes are very
well done. The fact that they don't have costume damage is due to the game engine being different. Hopefully Team Ninja will
update the PC version with this engine to enable the damage.. I'd say 6 out of 10.
It's a great game and I recommend it. The gameplay and story are quite entertaining (though sometimes a little slow paced for
my taste) but you can read about that in other reviews.

TLDR at the end. [EDIT: Dev reply in comments]

Here I want to concentrate on one annoying fact:
You can't save yourself.
The game saves automatically (usually only at the beginning of a chamber) in ONE savegame.
This means two things:
1. Some chambers are pretty time consuming. When you die after 10 minutes figuring out the whole thing (and dying
happens quite often) you have to do everything from the start. I can live with that but I just don't see a reason why
there is no save or quicksave option.
2. The bigger problem is: The game has 9 endings. If you want to find them all you have to play the entire game again
for each of them since there is NO level selection (apart from time trials) and you can't save when making a decision.
This isn't just a problem for completionists like me -
Some endings are just like: "You're dead - Thanks for playing. Now start over - you're not allowed to play this
chamber again and choose a different outcome"

Of course one might argue that playing the whole game again and making different decisions also gives you a different
experience but that's just not the case.
I'll try to explain without spoilers:
You get to the 7 main endings by making a decision near the end before entering the final 3 hard chambers. You can
choose Path 1, 2 or 3. Depending on which path you take you get to the very same 3 chambers but in a different order
(wow! so different from each other!).
At the end of each path you make another decision that leads you to one of the endings. (Path 1=2 Endings, Path 2=3
Endings, Path 3=2 Endings).

The first playthrough is fun because you have to solve puzzles but playing it the second time is a chore since you just
know all the solutions already.

TLDR: Great game but you have to replay it 9 times to find all the endings because you can't save yourself and there is
no level selection.. Awesome and very unique way to deliver pizzas!. I wouldn't recommend it because they never
finished the story! It'll annoy the hell out of you like it did me...also no current plans to finish or continue what was
started so there we go...a good but totally incomplete and pointless episode. If they actually create the rest of this i'll
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happily retract my review as i did enjoy playing through the short snippet of this episode.. Bought it today on a steep
sale. Played for about 5 hours or so. Can't recommend it.

The good:

=> Visually impressive
=> No bugs encountered
=> It was cheap

The bad:

=> Repetitive, limited number of enemies
=> Cannot save at will...only at designed places which are not particularly clear. VERY irritating. I've lost a lot of
progress due to this unfortunate and unnecessary design decision

Overall...."meh".
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The best unofficial sequel to Black Knight 2000 in the business.. Don't waste your money unless you enjoy watching flotsam
drifting around in black water. 16 varieties of fish? Um, a catfish plus a tiger fish equals 2 fish, not 16.. The premise of Sun
Dogs sounds fantastic, but the game itself was disappointing. You are at the mercy of random events, and rely on the roll of dice
for gains and losses.. I bought this mainly for the 1938 stock. Some good work has been done to the original IoW model to bring
it up to the 1938 changes. The exterior and interior are great. I find it disrespectful when people suggest its just a reskin of the
IoW model. Its not. A lot of care has been taken to make the subtle changes to the model and textures. It drives differently too
with lots of script changes.

Negatives... Rains inside passenger car. Doors don't open in passenger car view. Doesn't sound like a 1938 Stock train. The only
saving grace is I can drive this on the community made Virtual District Line.. Awesome game! Tons of instruments and songs to
choose from. It really feels like you are playing the instruments and creating great sounding music. I have no musical talent and
this makes me feel like a rock star! You can really get into it!. If you like MineSweeper games then this is perfect for you, while
focusing on the main aspect of the game it does great at involving multiplayer where you can either explore the world with your
friends; play football or even take part in fancy dress.
If you are like me and have no friends then not to worry; the game supplies a bot for you that is surprisingly active as if it were a
real person.
10\/10 the game absolutely delivered what it promised and even a little bit extra. Will definitely continue to play the game after
perfecting the achievements and I can't wait to see what other basic games DillyFrame can take and make into a completely
unique and fresh idea
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